PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR NPFMC ACTION TO MANAGE THE CHARTER HALIBUT FISHERIES IN AREAS 2C + 3A

Charter Halibut Management

- Adopt GHL measures
  - Final Action April 2006
- Moratorium
  - Stakeholder Committee

Local Area Management Plans (Board of Fish)

- Alternative 1. No action
  - Fixed in lb; Triggers ↓;
    - Delayed Feedback
- Alternative 2. Guideline Harvest Level
  - Triggers ↑↓;
  - ↑allocation
- Alternative 3. Percent Allocation
  - Floats ↑↓;
  - In-season measures;
- Alternative 4. Quota Share Program
  - 2001 Preferred Alternative
  - Effort-based transferable seat program
    - New allocation option
    - Valdez leveling plan
    - Ward recency and transferability changes
    - Longevity bonus

- Subdivide area quotas/ super-excl. regis.
- Compensated reallocation from commercial to charter
- Seward tier management plan
- Limited entry with delayed permit transfers
- Subtract overages from next year’s quotas
- In-season management measures
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